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CHILDS Advises Advanced Medical in its Recapitalization by Clearview Capital
Atlanta, GA, June 25, 2015– CHILDS Advisory Partners (“CHILDS”) served as the exclusive financial advisor to
Florida‐based Advanced Medical Personnel Services, Inc. (“AMPS” or the “Company”) in its recent recapitalization by
Connecticut‐based Clearview Capital, LLC (“Clearview”). AMPS is a provider of allied healthcare travel staffing; CEO
Jennifer Fuicelli will continue to lead management and maintain an ownership share in the company.
“We are excited to partner with AMPS during the next phase of the company’s growth,” said Matt Blevins, principal
of Clearview Capital.
“The healthcare staffing industry is benefiting from numerous tailwinds, including an aging population that tends to
utilize a greater proportion of healthcare services than the general population, improved access to medical care due
to a nationwide expansion in insurance coverage, a shortage of healthcare professionals to meet the rising demand
that is being created, and higher turnover within healthcare services due to improved economic conditions,” Blevins
said. “All of these factors conspire to create an attractive outlook for healthcare staffing firms, and AMPS will look to
play a major role in consolidating the fragmented industry through accretive acquisitions.”
Advanced Medical will use the capital infusion for strategic acquisitions and to make further investments in
technology, customer service, and its recruitment programs.
“We are thrilled with our new partnership and excited about the opportunities in front of us,” said Fuicelli. “With
their ambitious vision and healthy competitive nature, the Clearview team was a perfect match for our company and
its people.” Mrs. Fuicelli further notes, “We are appreciative of the CHILDS team and their dedication in bringing
about this successful outcome.”
Dave Phillips, Director at CHILDS, stated “We were delighted to work with the Advanced senior management team
throughout this process. AMPS has a terrific story with a great team and offers tremendous value to its
customers and healthcare professionals. After vetting a number of great companies, we are pleased to have
found the right partner for AMPS. Advanced’s culture and service offerings align nicely with Clearview’s
investment strategy and the two companies’ strong reputation and track record of growth make for a winning
combination.”
Advanced Medical has diversified its scope in recent years to include specialty travel nursing and school therapy
staffing, which contributed to an estimated 40% growth projection for 2015 following a 35% growth rate in 2014.
The company is expanding its operations in both its Denver and Port Orange office locations.
Advanced Medical has corporate offices in Port Orange, FL and Denver, CO with 110 internal employees. It aims to
reach $250 million in revenue in four to five years through a combination of organic growth and acquisitions.
About Advanced Medical:
AMPS specializes in the placement of allied health professionals and specialized nurses into skilled
nursing facilities, hospitals, home health agencies, K‐12 schools and other healthcare settings
across the country. Leveraging its unique combination of exceptional recruiting capabilities, an
ability to place professionals nationwide and a cutting‐edge, proprietary IT system, AMPS is able to differentiate
itself from the competition through its access to a deep pool of high‐quality healthcare professionals, nationwide
customer relationships, often with preferred vendor status, and speed of execution. The Company is headquartered
in Port Orange, FL, with an additional office in Denver, CO. For more information about AMPS, visit: advanced‐
medical.net.

About Clearview Capital, LLC:
Clearview Capital, LLC is a private investment firm based in Old Greenwich, CT that
invests in and develops mid‐sized, North American companies in partnership with
management. Clearview Capital invests exclusively alongside management in service and manufacturing companies
that have dominant market positions and strong prospects for growth. The firm has a long history of assisting strong
management teams in the execution of their growth strategies.
About CHILDS Advisory Partners:
CHILDS Advisory Partners provides exceptional investment banking services to
high‐performing business services, healthcare, and technology companies. Our
unique combination of sector focus, process excellence and strength of team allows
us to achieve successful outcomes for our clients. Collectively, our senior bankers have executed over 450 M&A and
financing transactions. CHILDS is a member of FINRA and SIPC and is a registered broker‐dealer.
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